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President’s Message
Susan Negro
Susan.Negro@germantownacademy.org
During a dinner party with friends, who are mostly STEM folk, the conversation revolved around the Common
Core and the impact standards will have on students entering math and science related fields. Of particular concern was
the ab ility of the US to maintain our lead in high tech research given the willingness of other countries to make huge
monetary investments in education. According to th e S cien ce a n d Engineering Indicators report produced by the
National Science Board, China’s contributions to global high tech industries increased to 24 percent of the market share
while the United States accounted for 27 percent of the industry in 2012. One guest, a PhD-level statistician who works
for an international pharmaceutical company, remarked that he could hire three graduate level statisticians living in
China for the same salary that he could hire one statistician in the United States. He claims the Ch in es e educated
statisticians were well skilled and more than qualified for the tasks they were given. What does this mean for o u r
students pursuing STEM careers? Young Americans will be competing for fulfilling, stable jobs in STEM fields against
a cadre of youth in China and India who may be better prepared to fill them, according to leaders who met in January to
attend The World in 2050, a global summit held in Washington, DC.
Will embracin g the common core in math and science produce the supply of well-educated young people
necessary to meet th e d eman d o f th e STEM jobs available in the future? Elisa Villanueva, a Teach for America
executive wh o attended the DC summit, believes that “Today’s young people are a generation that intuitively knows
how to use tablets, smart phones, and multiple apps all at once. We can harness those skills.” Will teachers and the
common core help students transfer the interaction with technology to thinking critically about how to process data?
Jason Zimba, a professor of physics and math at Bennington College, maintains that the “common core involves equal
intensity about conceptual understanding, procedural skill, and fluency and application.” Given the inclusion of
application and fluency in mathematics education, we should expect a merging of critical thinking skills with the use of
and interest in technology. However, Zimba confesses “If you want to take calculus your freshman year in college, you
will need to take more mathematics than is in the Common Core.” Consequently, it is the responsibility of clas s room
teachers, administrators, politicians, and business leaders to take action and provide every student with a strong STEM
curriculum beginning in th e early grades. According to Villanueva, “70 percent of elementary school students report
interest in STEM subjects, but by college, just 4 percent of them end up studying computer science.”
Approximately 1.8 million students took the ACT before graduating from high school last year. The ACT
queried test takers regarding their future career plans and generated a report entitled, Th e Co n d ition of STEM 2013.
The report found that 46 percent of female test-takers expressed an interest in STEM, and female students were
prevalent among those with both an expressed and measured interest in STEM, which disputes the notion that women
are not drawn to STEM fields. Boys consistently out-performed girls in math and science testing; but not in engineering
and technology. Jon Erickson, an ACT executive, summarized the rep o rt by s tating, “Nothing is more costly to the
nation than untapped potential. If we can identify students earlier and keep them engaged, they may be more likely to
choose a STEM career.”
The good news is that there are many successful public and private programs that en co u rag e and guide
students on the path to a solid STEM career. When you have a free moment, Google the Bellingham Herald and
dis co v er h o w legislators, college administrators, teachers, and the private sector are working together to ensure that
young Washingtonians receive the STEM knowledge necessary to pursue the computer science, aerospace, and medical
research opportunities that abound in their state. Email me at susan.negro@german to wn acad emy.org to share your
thoughts on this topic.
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The ATMOPAV Newsletter is published three times a year.
Contributions in the form of articles, reviews, teaching ideas,
humor, and opinionated essays are welcome. Material for the
Fall 2014 issue should be submitted no later than September 15,
2014. Please be sure to include contact information (e-mail
and/or telephone) if you are not a regular columnist. Send your
text to the editor:
Lynn Hughes
1000 Black Birch Lane
Quakertown, PA 18951
atmopav@gmail.com

Call for Columnists
If you=re an educator, you have something to share, and this is a
good place to do it. We are looking for more writers of regular
columns and of single articles. About what, you ask? Consider
these possibilities:
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

The Association of Teachers of Mathematics of Philadelphia and
Vicinity was founded more than 60 years ago. It is an organization of
mathematics educators who are dedicated to improving mathematics
instruction at every level from kindergarten to college. Through its
professional meetings, website, and this publication, ATMOPAV
supports, informs, and facilitates communication among teachers,
pre-service education students, supervisors, and school administrators
from the five-county Philadelphia area. Our awards program
recognizes excellence among student teachers, novice teachers, and
secondary school students who participate in our annual mathematics
competition.
To join ATMOPAV, please
complete the membership application in this issue.

$
$
$
$
$

ATMOPAV Executive Board
Officers:
Susan Negro, President
Beth Benzing, First Vice President
Bob Lochel, Second Vice President
Sonya Wassmansdorf, Recording Secretary
Mark Wassmansdorf, Treasurer
Allison Rader, Membership
Lynn Hughes, Publications
Bob Lochel, Website

Activities, especially for grades K - 5
Mathematics software reviews
Adapting lessons for students with special needs
Cross-curricular activities that link math with other
subjects
Diary of a first-year teacher
Recollections of a retired teacher
Mathematics-related history
Useful resource books for teachers
Math games and puzzles (esp. for elementary and middle
school)
Literature connections and book reviews
Reviews of math-related apps
Teaching with particular software: Scratch, SketchUp,
spreadsheets, Geometer=s Sketchpad, etc.
Working with challenged learners
Parent Night/ Math Night ideas
. . . and whatever else you might think of.

We are eager for material that applies to
any level of mathematics education. If you
don=t want to write but know a colleague who
may, please pass the word. Contact the editor
for further information.

Math-Related Websites for Teachers and Students
Cut the Knot http://cut-the-knot.org
The Futures Channel http://thefutureschannel.com
Making Mathematics http://www2.edc.org/makingmath/default.asp
Don=s Math Website http://www.shout.net/~mathman/
CoolMath4Kids http://www.coolmath4kids.com
JETS website http://www.jets.org/latestnews/JETS_Challenge.cfm
The Virtual Library of Interactive Mathematics http://www.matti.usu.edu/nlvm/nav/vlibrary.html
The Intermath Dictionary http://jwilson.coe.uga.edu/interMath/MainInterMath/Dictionary/welcome/howto.html
Mathematrix http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/Hangar/7773/
The MacTutor History of Mathematics http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/
Powers of Ten http://micro.magnet.fsu.edu/primer/java/scienceopticsu/powersof10/index.html
Mathworld http://mathworld.wolfram.com/
RadicalMath http://www.radicalmath.org
S.O.S. Mathematics http://www.sosmath.com/
Natural Math
http://www.naturalmath.com/
The Knot Plot Site
http://www.cs.ubc.ca/nest/imager/contributions/scharein/KnotPlot.html
Paper Models of Polyhedra
http://www.korthalsaltes.com/index.html
Mrs. Glosser=s Math Goodies http://www.mathgoodies.com
Platonic Realms http://www.mathacademy.com
The Math Forum@Drexel http://www.mathforum.org/
Explore Learning http://www.explorelearning.com
Khan Academy http://www.khanacademy.org/
XtraMath www.xtramath.org
And, of course . . . The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics http://www.nctm.org/
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richm@miquon.org
The Miquon School
Teaching Math Through Literature
While away from my first/second grade classroom on my sabbatical, I thought I would look at some new
titles for math-related literature to use in my classroom next year. I wanted to share a few titles that I found
interesting. Happily, I did find that there is a lot of literature out there for all grade groups. The summaries are
from the descriptions on Amazon.com. So here goes…
Marvelous Math: A Book of Poems by Lee Bennett Hopkins
Marvelous Math is a playful look at the sometimes surprising ways math is part of our daily life. The poems
cover a vast range of topics from multiplication, division, and fractions to time, counting and measurement, but
all relate math to our everyday world.
Cinco Monitos Brincando en la Cama/Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed by Eileen Christelow
Even doctor’s orders won’t stop these silly monkeys from having their fun. But you’ll never guess what Mama
does when the Five Little Monkeys finally do fall asleep! Here is the most popular Five Little Monkeys story,
available for the first time in a bilingual board book edition. Now Spanish- and English-speaking readers can
enjoy the lighthearted antics of these mischievous monkeys, while learning the words of the familiar rhyme in
both languages.
The Boy Who Loved Math: The Improbable Life of Paul Erdos by Deborah Heiligman
Most people think of mathematicians as solitary, working away in isolation. And, it's true, many of them do.
But Paul Erdos never followed the usual path. At the age of four, he could ask you when you were born and
then calculate the number of seconds you had been alive in his head. But he didn't learn to butter his own bread
until he turned twenty. Instead, he traveled around the world, from one mathematician to the next, collaborating
on an astonishing number of publications. With a simple, lyrical text and richly layered illustrations, this is a
beautiful introduction to the world of math and a fascinating look at the unique character traits that made "Uncle
Paul" a great man.
Full House: An Invitation to Fractions by Dayle Ann Dodds
Miss Bloom runs the Strawberry Inn, and she loves visitors. All through the day she welcomes a cast of
hilarious characters until all the rooms are taken. It’s a full house! But in the middle of the night, Miss Bloom
senses that something is amiss — and sure enough, the guests are all downstairs eating dessert. Readers will be
inspired to do the math and discover that one delicious cake divided by five hungry guests and one doting
hostess equals a perfect midnight snack at the Strawberry Inn. Piece of cake!
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What's Your Angle, Pythagoras? by Julie Ellis
Young Pythagoras can't seem to stay out of trouble. Every time he tries to help, people get angry. What's a
curious kid to do? On a trip to Egypt, Pythagoras' curiosity helps him discover the secret of the right triangle.
It’s a clever introduction to the Pythagorean Theorem.
I hope that some of these titles will be of interest to you. As I said earlier, there is a lot out there . . . and
it’s a lot of fun searching. Good luck!
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Circular Reasoning – Stepping into the Third Dimension
Well, another Pi Day has come and gone. Many of you had students “discover” pi by measuring the
diameter and circumference of everything round in your classroom (along with a few classmates’ heads,
perhaps) and done the division to find that the quotient hovers around 3. You may have cut circles into thinner
and thinner slices of “pie” and arranged them into a rough parallelogram to show the visual foundation of the
formula for the area of a circle. Perhaps you had students construct a circle with Sketchpad or similar software,
measured the diameter and circumference, did the division, and then observed that the quotient stayed the same
no matter how they changed the size of the circle. Did bake pies? Some of you may have accessed the Internet
Pizza Server and had students calculate the cost per square inch of pizzas topped with such delicious items as
hammers, goblins, and eyeballs. Yes, I did all of that with my 6th graders. But this year I also extended it to
include a problem involving the surface area and volume of a cylinder. What is described below was done over
the course of several days, not a single class session.
That brings us to an activity that is adapted from one that the late Sue Stetzer sometimes did with her
students at Masterman many years ago: designing a soda can that holds 1 liter (or as close as possible to that)
and has the least surface area. We began with a brief hands-on exploration of a simple cylinder. Students were
given a paper with a large pattern that looked like this:
They cut it out carefully, leaving the circles
attached to the rectangle, and rolled it into a cylinder
but did not fasten it together. We then discussed how
much material it would take to make such a
container. Students all saw that they needed to
calculate the area of the rectangle and of one circle
(times 2) in order to have the required information.
We then used tape to make the pattern into a cylinder
and asked how much it would hold. A bit of
discussion led to general agreement that the area of
the circle times the height of the cylinder would give
the volume. So we had taken our work with circle
measurement
into
three
dimensions
and
demonstrated more use for that knowledge.
We then gave out the worksheet with our
version of Sue’s cylinder problem. There were two parts to the task: first, figuring out what dimensions would
4
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give a volume as close to 1 liter as possible; second, finding a design that would have less surface area. We
discussed that fact that this is something that people do for a living: they design packaging that is as economical
as possible while meeting any other requirements for that particular purpose. For example, a sphere has more
volume than a cube with the same surface area, but it would not be a very practical container for products such
as books, and it won’t sit alone on a shelf.
Students took out their calculators and got started with finding a combination of dimensions that would
meet the liter requirement. We said that good recordkeeping was essential. We also noted that, if the can said it
held 1 liter, it would have to hold at least that in order to satisfy customers, so going over a little bit would be
preferable to holding less if they could not hit one liter precisely (within the limits of precision on their
calculators).

When the can problem had reached its conclusion, we returned to that application discussion. First, we
had students make a paper model of what they viewed as their best can. Was the can they chose actually a good
one for soda? Would it be easy to drink from, and would it have “shelf presence” in the stores? If not, which
5
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dimensions would be the best for the purpose? Students conferred with each other and arrived at similar but not
identical choices. They all agreed that it had been fun (although not easy) and had made them think more about
the containers they encountered in daily life.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

There is not a whole lot to reminisce or talk about with regard to the period since the last Timewasters. It
has been a dull, boring, aggravating and almost depressing period of winter around here. Record snows, record
cold, windy days – miserable!!.
As I write this, spring has officially begun (although there is still a forecast of possible snow in a few
days ) and I know we are all looking forward to some breezy, sunny days in the 60’s and 70’s to lighten our
spirits. Even a day in the 40’s is welcome.
The bad weather must have driven the problem-solvers into hibernation (come to think of it – that’s a
great solution!) because the response total was limited to one. Tom Waltrich, Gwynedd Mercy Academy High
School, nailed two of the three offerings from last time, with a very near miss on the third one.
Here are the solutions.
A.) A circle has its center at (2, -3). The equation of a tangent to the circle is 4y – 3x = 7. Find the
equation of the circle.
3
Solution: The slope of the tangent line is
which means that the slope of the radius through the point of
4
4
tangency would be - . Using this slope and the point (2, -3), we can find the equation of the line containing
3
this radius and the point of intersection of the radius and the tangent (-1, 1). Using these two points (2, -3) and (1, 1) we determine that the length of the radius is 5. Hence the equation of the circle is:
(x – 2)2 + (y + 3)2 = 25
B.) The name ROY G BIV is a mnemonic way to remember the principal colors of the spectrum: red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet> Suppose there was a design consisting of three square
spaces in a row and each of these spaces is to be filled with a different color, left to right, from this list.
Furthermore, the colors must be in the same order as they are in the list. So, RBV would be allowable,
but BGV and YGR would not be allowable. In how many ways can the space be colored?
Solution: Using a tree diagram or some other way to set up a pattern, you will see that if you start with R in the
first position, the second position can be O, Y, G, B, or I. Using each of these in the second position, the
following numbers of choices are available for the third position: For O (5), for Y(4), for G(3), for B(2) and for
I(1), a total of 15 ways. Subsequently, using O, Y, G or B in the first space yields the numbers of choices to fill

6
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out the next two spaces as: O (10), Y(6), G(3) and B(1). So the total number of ways to fill the design according
to the rule is 35.
C.) In an arithmetic progression, the 25th term is 2552 and the 52nd term is 5279. Find the 79th term.
Solution: If we renumber the terms as a1 = 2552 and a28 = 5279, we can find d, the common difference.
A28 = a1 + (28 – 1)d. So, d = 101. The 79th term then would be:
A55 = a1 + (55 – 1) (101). This yields 8006 as the 779th term.
Alternate Solution: The 25th, 52nd and 79th terms are all 27 terms apart, so they form their own arithmetic
progression. The difference between the 25th and 52nd terms equals the difference between the 52nd and 79th
terms. This difference is 2727, so the 79th term is 5279 m+ 2727 = 8006.
_________________

Now, let’s launch into the Vernal Equinox with some of these little conundrums.
A.) A cryptographer uses the following method for encoding positive integers. First, the integer is expressed in
base 5. Second, a 1-to-1 correspondence is established between the digits that appear in the expressions in base
5 and the elements of the set {V, W, X, Y, Z}. Using this correspondence, the cryptographer notices that three
consecutive integers in increasing order are coded as VYZ, VYX and VVW, respectively. What is the base 10
representation for the integer coded as XYZ?
B.) Balls numbered 1 – 9 are placed in a bag. A game is played as follows: A person selects 4 numbers (from 1
– 9) and places a bet that they will correctly guess at least 3 of the numbers of 4 balls drawn from the bag at
random. What is the probability that the person playing the game will win the bet?
C.) If an item is sold for x dollars, there is a loss of 15% based on the cost of the item. If the same item is sold
for y dollars, there is a profit of 15% based on the cost. What is the ratio of y to x?
Send your solutions to Don at his email address above.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Technology Corner
A CROWD-SOURCED MATH PUBLICATION: NIX THE TRICKS
Bob Lochel
rlochel@verizon.net
There are many words which have “curse” status in my classroom. Some of these words are universally
agreed to be “bad” – words which will result in a fast trip out of my class and probably a phone call home. But
other words are on a second tier of curses – words which make me cringe and which require a donation to the
math swear jar. Like Foil. Yes, that FOIL. Our old “First – Outside – Inside – Last” friend. It’s banned from
my classroom.
It’s not that FOIL is bad … heck, it’s quite a universal term in the math world. The problem is that
FOIL, while well-intentioned, is a trick. It’s a trick for a specific situation: multiplying two binomials. What

7
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happens when we multiply a monomial by a binomial, or even a binomial and a trinomial? I suggest FOSSIL
here, to account for the Stuff inSide.
The problem with FOIL is that it removes the most important math property involved in the
multiplication from the conversation: the distributive property. And we replace this key property with a cute
acronym which is only useful to one specific scenario.
Last year on my blog (mathcoachblog.com) I proposed a list of terms often overheard in math class
which require some re-evaluation -- terms which confound the deeper mathematics that is happening, and which
distract from genuine understanding. Besides FOIL, I also proposed the “Same-Change-Change” method for
subtracting integers, and “cancelling like terms”. Many teachers I follow on Twitter shared similar thoughts
about not only terms, but also short-cuts often presented in math class. Tina Cardone, a teacher from
Massachusetts, started a Google Doc where teachers could contribute not only tricks but also propose
replacements for classroom shortcuts. The response from the Twitter-world was robust, with not only tricks and
terms proposed, but also conversations regarding best practices for concept attainment.
The response was so overwhelming that Tina compiled the online discussions into a free, downloadable
resource for teachers: Nix The Tricks. The document can be found at www.nixthetricks.com, and a printed
version is now available on Amazon.
Nix The Tricks currently contains over 25 “tricks” used in math
classes, categorized by concept. Along with a description of the
trick, suggested fixes to help students develop deeper
understanding of the underlying mathematics are presented.
The “Butterfly Method” for adding fractions is an example of the math tricks found in the document.
Do a quick Google search for “butterfly method adding fractions” and
you’ll find many well-intentioned teachers offering this method as a means
to master fraction addition. But is student understanding of fraction
operations enhanced by this method? What are the consequences later in
algebra when the same student, who mastered butterflies, now must add
rational algebraic expressions? How should this topic be approached in
elementary school in order to develop ongoing understanding? Download
the document and find commentary on this, and many other math tricks.
I am proud to have been part of this project, and continue to seek
out new “tricks” to add to the mix. The document is a tribute to the power of Twitter, where many
conversations developed while debating the validity and helpfulness of tricks. The group continues to seek new
ideas to make Nix The Tricks grow. To participate, follow me (@bobloch) or Tina Cardone (@crstn85) on
Twitter, or contribute your ideas on the website: www.nixthetricks.com.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Volumes by Revolution
Thomas Waltrich
twaltrich@gmahs.org

Volume by revolution is one of the most important concepts in AP Calculus. It is a pretty safe bet that
every year there is at least one question on the Free Response section involving volumes. Occasionally, the
question involves a solid revolved around an axis other than the line y = 0. Many textbooks will offer this
formula:
b

V = π ∫ [ f ( x) − c]2 dx
a
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But very few books offer an explanation that seems intuitive. I let my students analyze a problem and have
them devise their own method.
8
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With a review of transformations and a little help from Geometer’s Sketchpad, I use sliders to move the
graph and axis of revolution so the translation lands on the x-axis.
8
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Revolve
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Subtract 4 from the function
-6

-4

Integrate as usual

2

f(x) = x - 4x + 0.0
about the line y = 0.0
from 0 to 4
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π f(x)2 dx
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This leads students to the conclusion that subtracting the axis of revolution from the function and then
integrating as usual is possibly the best way to go. By giving the students a concrete image of what they are
trying to do, they will better understand the concept and be more apt to remember the formula than memorize it.
9
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EULER’S METHOD ON THE TI-84 PLUS:
Numerical Solutions to Differential Equations
Margaret Deckman
Roman Catholic High School
Euler’s method is used to approximate function values when we know an initial point and can determine a
formula for the rate of change. It is invaluable when we are unable to determine the equation of the function from its rate
of change. It uses a sequence of approximations to estimate particular values of a function, or to approximate the graph of
the original function, and is worked very nicely by the TI-84 PLUS, in sequence mode.
In general, if we know a starting point ( x 0 , y0 ) and have a formula for dy / dx , then we can choose a value for ∆x
and generate values of x and y using the recursive equations =
yi yi −1 +
x i x i −1 + ∆x and =
notation

dy
dx ( x

i −1 ,yi −1 )

dy
⋅ ∆x, where the
dx ( x ,y )
i −1 i −1

indicates that the derivative dy / dx is evaluated at the point ( x i −1 , yi −1 ) .

Three points generated recursively.
Each iteration of the first equation adds ∆x to the previous x-value, while each iteration of the second adds ∆y to
the previous y-value, where ∆y is the product of ∆x and the slope of a line containing ( x i −1 , yi −1 ) , the slope being equal
to the slope of the curve when x = x i −1 .

We will explain the TI-84’s role by working through several examples.
To set up the calculator:
• Press [MODE]; select SEQ in the fourth row and DOT in the fifth row.
• Press [2nd] [FORMAT] and select Time in the first row.
• To avoid plotting points from other applications, press [2nd] [STAT PLOT] [4] [ENTER].
• Press [Y=]. At the extreme left is an icon showing how the graph will be displayed. If it doesn’t show three dots,
select the icon and press [ENTER] until it does. Return the cursor to the right of the equal sign. Turn off v(n) by
placing the cursor on its equal sign and pressing [ENTER].
In sequence mode, the TI-84 uses the variables u and v (and sometimes w), with index n to represent the variables y, x,
and i. To get u, press [2nd] [7]; for v, press [2nd] [8]. Pressing the [ X, T, θ, n ] key gives n.
D, which will represent ∆x , is [ALPHA]  x −1  .


Example 1:



Given f ′ ( x ) = −0.1x and the starting point ( 0,5 ) , with ∆x =
1.

x = 1, 2,3, ...,10.

10

Graph and approximate f ( x ) for
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Analytically, we have:

We will enter on [Y=] screen:

i=0

nMin = 0

=
yi yi −1 + ( −0.1x i −1 ) ⋅ ∆x
y0 = 5

u ( n=
) u ( n − 1) + ( −0.1) v ( n − 1) * D

=
x i x i −1 + ∆x
x0 = 0

v ( n )= v ( n − 1) + D

∆x =
1

1 [STO >]D ( On main screen.)

SPRING 2014

u ( nMin ) = 5
v ( nMin ) = 0

Press [2nd] [QUIT] to return to the main screen. Using D for ∆x , set D = 1 :
[1] [STO>] [D] [ENTER].
Press [WINDOW]. The first four rows tell the calculator to show all of the first ten iterations:
nMin = 0
nMax = 10

PlotStart = 1
PlotStep = 1

The next six lines define the viewing window:

X min = 0
X max = 10
Xscl = 0
Y min = 0
Y max = 7
Yscl = 0

Press [GRAPH] to see the points corresponding to the first ten iterations of the function. By pressing [TRACE], then the
left arrow key, we can read successive values for n, x, and y.

The following table compares Euler’s approximations with the actual results, which are easily found in this case, since we
can determine y to be −0.05x 2 + 5 .
x and n
Function value
Euler’s approximation

0
5
5

1
4.95
5

2
4.8
4.9

3
4.55
4.7

4
4.2
4.4

6
3.2
3.5

8
1.8
2.2

10
0
0.5

ONLY BECAUSE=
∆x 1 and
=
x 0 0 in this example, it is possible to display the sequence and the function
simultaneously:
First, with the sequence on the screen, press
[2nd] [DRAW] [>] [>] [1] [VARS] [4] [1] [ENTER].
Second, select function mode, enter the function as Y1, press
[DRAW] [>] [>] [2] [VARS] [4] [1] [ENTER].

Example 2: Given that the world population in 1990 was approximately 5.333 billion, and that it changes at a rate
proportional to the current population. Assume that the constant of proportionality is approximately 0.017 (based on
historical population data). Use this information to predict the world population in the years following 1990.
11
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Using P for population (in billions) and t for time (in years), we have

dP
= 0.017P .
dt

Analytically, we have:

We will enter:

=
Pi Pi −1 + ( 0.017Pi −1 ) ⋅ ∆t

u ( n )= u ( n − 1) + ( 0.017 ) u ( n − 1) * D

P0 = 5.333

u ( nMin ) = 5.333

t0 = 0

v ( nMin ) = 0

∆t =1

SPRING 2014

1 [STO >] D

(Note that the derivative here depends on the dependent variable rather than the independent, as in the first example.)
We change the window settings:
=
= 1=
nMin 0
PlotStart
X min 0 =
Y min 0
=
nMax 20 =
PlotStep 1=
X max 20=
Y max 10
=
Xscl 0=
Yscl 0

The initial point ( 0,5.333) represents the year 1990, with population 5.333 billion; succeeding points give population
estimates for 1991 to 2010.
Solving for P analytically yields P = 5.333e0.017t . Following are selected results using the formula and Euler’s method.
t and n
function value
Euler’s approximation

0
5.333
5.333

1
2
5.424 5.517
5.424 5.516

3
5.612
5.610

5
5.806
5.802

10
6.321
6.312

20
7.493
7.471

[It’s important not to confuse x i with x. If =
x 0 0 and =
∆x 0.1, to approximate f (10 ) , it would be necessary to take I to
100.]
Example 3: Consider the function that satisfies the differential equation

dy
1
and contains the point (1, 2 ) . Use
=
dx 2 x

Euler’s method to approximate y when x = 10. Let ∆x =0.1.
Analytically, we have:

(

)

=
yi yi −1 + 0.5x −0.5 ⋅ ∆x
y0 = 2
x0 = 1
∆x =
0.1

We will enter:
u ( n )= u ( n − 1) + 0.5v ( n − 1) ^ −0.5
u ( nMin ) = 2
v(nMin) = 1
0.1[STO >]D

Use these window settings:
=
= 1=
nMin 0
PlotStart
X min 0 =
Y min 0
=
nMax 90 =
PlotStep 1=
X max 90=
Y max 5
=
Xscl 0=
Yscl 0

Analytically, we obtain =
y

x + 1 . To graph the function, use function mode and set X min = 1 and X max = 10.

12
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n
function values
Euler’s approximation

1
0
2
2

3
20
2.732
2.658

5
40
3.236
3.242

NEWSLETTER

7
60
3.646
3.777

9
80
4.000
4.276
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10
90
4.162
4.515

___________________
Example 4: For a particular object falling at a relatively slow speed over a short distance, the rate of change of the
velocity v is described by the differential equation

dv
= g − kv. Assume the initial velocity is 0 m/sec, g = 0.9 m / sec2 ,
dt

=
k 0.02 and
=
∆t 2 sec. Graph an approximation for the velocity function over the first 50 seconds. What is the object’s

velocity after 50 seconds?

Analytically, we have:

We will enter:

=
vi vi −1 + ( 0.9 − 0.02vi −1 ) ⋅ ∆t

u ( n )= u ( n − 1) + ( 0.9 − 0.02u ( n − 1) ) * D

v0 = 0

u ( nMin ) = 0

t0 = 0

v ( nMin ) = 0

∆t =2

2 [STO >] D

Use these window settings:
=
nMin 0
PlotStart
= 1=
X min 0 =
Y min 0
=
nMax 25 =
PlotStep 1=
X max 25=
Y max 5
=
Xscl 0=
Yscl 30

(

)

Analytically, we obtain
=
v 50 0.9 − e−0.02t + ln 0.9 . To graph in function mode, set Xmax = 50.
t
n
function values
Euler’s approximations

0
0
0
0

10
5
8.157
8.308

20
10
14.836
15.083

30
15
20.303
20.606

40
20
24.780
25.110

50
25
28.445
28.782

Example 5. When chemicals A and B combine in a first order reaction, the rate of change in the amount of the new
compound C being formed is proportional to the remaining concentrations of each of the two chemicals. Suppose it takes
1 mole of A and 2 moles of B to produce 1 mole of C, and the rate constant is 0.06. If we start with 20 moles of chemical
A and 50 moles of chemical B, then the rate of change of the amount of compound c is

dc
= 0.06 ( 20 − c )( 50 − 2c ) , where c
dt

is the amount of compound C. Generate estimates for the number of moles of C produced over time.

Analytically, we have:

We will enter:

=
ci ci −1 + 0.06 ( 20 − c )( 50 − 2c ) ⋅ ∆t

u ( n )= u ( n − 1) + 0.06 ( 20 − u ( n − 1) ) ( 50 − 2u ( n − 1) ) * D

c0 = 0

u ( nMin ) = 0

t0 = 0
∆t =2

v ( nMin ) = 0
2 [STO >] D
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Window settings:
=
nMin 0
PlotStart
= 1=
X min 0 =
Y min 0
=
nMax 30 =
PlotStep 1=
X max 30=
Y max 25
=
Xscl 0=
Yscl 0

Analytically, we obtain c =
t
n
function values
Euler’s approximation

0
0
0
0

0.6
3
13.684
15.883

20e0.6t + ln1.25 − 25
e0.6t + ln1.25 − 1

1
5
16.087
17.418

. To graph in function mode, set X max = 6.

2
10
18.413
18.946

4
20
19.609
19.750

4.8
24
19.765
19.854

6
30
19.888
19.933

__________
Many thanks to the mathematics faculty of the North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics, for sharing their
many, many ideas on the use of technology in the teaching of Calculus and Pre-Calculus.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Pedagogy : A Continuing Conversation
Do you have something to say about what, when, and/or how we teach? Contributions are needed for this column.

Scaffolding for Success
Most of us have students who need some assistance with activities that others embrace more easily, but
they are still able to get to the desired goals with some adjustments. Who are those students?
Some of them have short-term memory issues. Information just evaporates before it can go into longterm storage. They need a lot of repetition before learning becomes secure and may always need some support
such as a reference page of mathematical formulae, a multiplication fact table, and/or a calculator. Some are
dyslexic. That doesn’t mean only that they have trouble reading instructions and word problems. Dyslexics are
also likely to have difficulty working sequentially, learning new vocabulary, succeeding with spatial tasks,
explaining their ideas (or uncertainties) in an organized way, recalling verbal information in the correct order
(such as dividing 12 by 2 or 2 by 12), and more. Are all dyslexics alike in these ways? No, but some or all of
these things can be present and will have a major impact on that student’s ability to keep up with a math
program unless there is some accommodation.
One obstacle that some learners encounter is the layout and presentation of a worksheet or textbook page
– not the mathematical content. For example, too much on one page can be overwhelming or confusing. There
are students who glance from place to place on a busy page without pausing to take in what they have read,
concluding that there is just too much to understand and giving up or asking for help before they have begun. Or
they lose their place, blending numbers from two different problems that are close together. One solution can be
folding the paper so that only part is visible, or putting a card over part of the page in a textbook or workbook.
A single page can be cut apart and photocopied onto several pages with much more white space. (Does anyone
have any suggestions for reducing the content on the screen of a device? Would simply enlarging the view
help?)
Another obstacle is that of seeming to understand during the class but going off the rails when s/he
works at home. Students who need more time on task and more repetition are likely to be in this group. It can be
compounded by the possibility that the student’s parent will be unfamiliar with the topic or algorithm. That’s
not the way I did it in school or I don’t remember anything about geometry — sorry! If the assigned work is
located in a textbook, the needed explanations should be there. But if it’s a worksheet or a practice book without
14
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any instructions, a disorganized student is likely to be frustrated. A student with good habits is likely to have
some work from class available for reference, but we all know students whose written classwork never makes it
to any kind of storage or doesn’t get taken home despite our advice to do so. One way to help with this is to
make sure the assignment is physically linked to what was done in class. In a textbook, do part of the page –
perhaps only the even-numbered problems – and assign the rest as homework. In a practice workbook, do the
same. You could also consider creating a summary or reminder page with worked examples, if the assigned
work doesn’t have anything but practice problems. There are online resources a student might turn to, such as
Khan Academy or Mrs. Glosser’s Math Goodies, but you need to make sure that the lesson is presented in a way
that is very similar to the student’s experience in class before you suggest that as a safety net.
A third stumbling block for some learners is being given too many alternative methods too soon (or
ever). For example, there are many ways to divide by a fraction: drawing visual models, finding a common
denominator or common numerator, dividing across as we would multiply across, and good old invert-andmultiply. But a student with language processing or short-term memory issues may get them completely
confused, especially if s/he doesn’t have a solid conceptual understanding of why the method works or have a
reasonable estimate of what the final answer should be. Having one method securely learned is a better option,
particularly if the student needs a lot more practice time to reach mastery. It may not be the most efficient
method for every situation, but it will work. An example of this is how we might teach a challenged learner to
solve percentage problems. Setting them up as proportions works for every situation: find the percent value,
find the part, or find the whole. In every case, the student would create a proportion with 100 as a denominator
and 3 blanks:
_____ = _____
100
Then s/he would fill in the parts that have been provided in the problem. For example, if the problem
says “28% of the dogs in the park are brown. There are 7 brown dogs. How many dogs are in the park in all?”
the student would put the 28 over 100 and then decide if the 7 represents the part (percentage) or the whole.
Finally, s/he would cross-multiply and divide to find the missing element. Could this be done faster? With those
numbers, definitely. Looking across the proportion, a student might observe that 7 is one-fourth of 28, so the
missing piece must be one-fourth of 100. But a struggling student who doesn’t see that relationship can apply
the same process in every case, even though it isn’t always the quickest.
A fourth accommodation is to provide “cheat sheets” for students who need them. Consider what the
goal of the activity really is. If it requires but is not focused on recall and application of multiplication facts or
algebraic formulae or fraction-percentage equivalencies, the student who hasn’t been able to master those things
will be at a tremendous disadvantage. But that same student might be completely able to understand and do the
activity that requires them. With a multiplication fact table, calculator, or other help page, the student is likely to
work more quickly, get more practice with the new learning, and feel much less frustrated.
My class contains a wide range of learners, and math is one of the places in which the many learning
styles are evident. We recently completed a unit that focused on circles and pi. We did lots of hands-on
discovery activities and distilled them into three equations:
D/2 = r
C/D=π
Area = πr2
We agreed that having only one of the variables in either equation would allow us to find the missing
one. But I knew that at least some of my students would have some difficulty working with those equations in
just that one format. For example, if we know the diameter, what do we need to do to find the circumference?
The second equation we had generated (above) is not the direct route to the solution. It needs to be rewritten as
a multiplication equation.
We also agreed that any value that was calculated by using pi was going to be approximate, so much of
our work was done with 3.14 for pi in place of using the pi key on our calculators. This is a reasonable seat-ofthe-pants value for daily use in practical applications, and we wanted students to learn it if they didn’t already
know it. Few of us can cut cloth or measure a round object to a finer level of accuracy than two decimal places,
at least if the units are as small as centimeters or inches. For some of my students, getting and recording
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numbers with many decimal places would be an additional challenge. Memorizing pi to eight decimal places
was not the goal – understanding the relationships was.
To get the students who were likely to need some support ready to use those three equations flexibly, we
spent some preparatory time with them on working with missing parts. We began with a worksheet that asked
students to fill in blanks for an assortment of “rules.” The first two looked like this:
Rule 1: factor times factor = product
factor
factor
product
4
3
5
35
56
1.25
5

Rule 2: A * 7 = B and B/2 = C
A
B
C
4
70
10.5
3.5

After we had worked together on eight “rule tables” like those, we returned to the three formulae that we
had generated for circles. The students quickly saw the connection. They were given an explicitly-guided set of
worksheets that gave them practice in finding missing variables in each of the three equations – but only one
type at a time. We started with circumference and diameter problems. After seeing and discussing a worked
example, they used their calculators to complete similar computations, using 3.14 as an approximate value for
pi. After practicing each type of calculation several times, they moved on to a set of mixed problems, again
starting with a set of worked examples for each type, which we discussed as a group. After doing this with
circumference and diameter, we did similar work with area problems. On each page, there were problems that
we did not solve in class but were assigned for homework. At home, students had all of the work they had done
on the pages to remind them of the processes involved. Did it lead every student to consistent success? No, it
didn’t. For a few students, the mixed problems were still confusing. But everyone gained understanding, and
those who are not quite there yet will get more guided practice and support. –LH
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

The 2014 ATMOPAV Spring Conference and Banquet

On March 20, many ATMOPAV members and their guests gathered at Germantown Academy in Fort
Washington to enjoy some professional development opportunities, eat a delicious meal, and celebrate the
accomplishments of our award winners for the 2013-14 academic year. Here are the award presenters’ speeches
and some photos (thanks to Mark Wassmansdorf).
If you missed this year’s event, be sure to put it on your calendar for next year as soon as the date is
published on our website.
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Beth Benzing presented the Alan Barson and Mabel Elliot awards. She said:
It is my honor to present this year’s Alan Barson Novice Teacher Award to Licia Nelson from The
Phelps School. This is Licia’s third year teaching. She graduated from Millersville University with a BA in
Mathematics, and earned her Masters of Education in Secondary Math Education at Cabrini College, earning a
4.0 GPA. She also received her 7-12 grade PA Certification in
Mathematics at Cabrini, where she was nominated for Student
Teacher of the Year in 2010.
Amy Anderson, the Director of Studies at The Phelps
School shares that even though Licia has barely been teaching for 3
years, she has taught a wide variety of courses including PreAlgebra, Algebra 1, Algebra 2 (remedial, regular, and honors
level), SAT math preparation, Functions/Statistics/Trigonometry,
and Praxis preparation. At The Phelps School, she was the first
teacher on campus to receive a SmartBoard, and has embraced its
use to the fullest extent. Students are actively engaged in her
classroom whether watching a demonstration utilizing this
technology or coming forward to manipulate demonstrations
themselves on the SmartBoard. Licia brings energy and enthusiasm
to her projects. She has used resources gained from conferences as
well as ideas of her own to increase the number of alternative assessments that she uses. When interacting with
students either inside the classroom or outside the classroom, Licia is always supportive and fair. She is ever
mindful of holding her students accountable for their work and their motivation. She researches methodology,
which she applies in the classroom to assist in retention. She and I regularly discuss teaching techniques and
ideas either in department meetings or in times outside of school. As a young female teacher working in an allboys private school, she does an excellent job of maintaining her professionalism and authority.
.
We would like to next recognize the 2014 ATMOPAV Mabel M. Elliott Outstanding Student teacher
Award. This award goes to Maria Schratz.
Maria is a graduate of West Chester University. She student taught at Hatboro-Horsham High School
and Keith Valley Middle School in Horsham Pa.
Crystal Smith-Nemeth from Hatboro- Horsham HS nominated
Maria. Crystal shared, “Maria knew how to develop engaging activities and
alter instruction if things were not going as she expected. She never missed
a beat and knew how to adjust appropriately and quickly. Maria was eager
to learn everything that she could while student teaching. From flip the
classroom lessons to formative assessment with SMART Response Clickers,
she embraced technology as a way to engage students and assess learning.”
“She is committed, organized, motivated, caring and intelligent. Maria has
all the necessary skills to educate the 21st Century Learner and ignite a
passion for learning.”
Maria co-authored an article on The Effective Middle School
Mathematics Teacher, published in the West Chest University and presented
at the Annual Research Day Conference. Maria also co-presented with her
cooperating teacher at a local, well-known conference this past Fall.
Before we present Maria with her award, I wanted to share with you her thoughts about the qualities of
an outstanding teacher. Maria shared, “Over the course of my 4 years at West Chester University, my
philosophy of the qualities of an outstanding teacher has changed significantly. I believe that in order to be an
17
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outstanding mathematics teacher, I have to dedicate myself to giving my students the best mathematics
education possible. Being so, it is my job to challenge and motivate my students to succeed in their studies of
mathematics. I believe that the role of the teacher is not to be the provider of information, but the link that
guides the students in learning. As a teacher, I should allow my students the opportunity to reason and sense
make. This process allows for my students to have a deeper understanding for the mathematics and prepares
them in other subject areas and skill sets.”
____________________
The Outstanding Contribution to Mathematics Education Award was presented by Bob Lochel. He said:
I notice that many people have turned out tonight to celebrate the accomplishments of our friends at The
Math Forum. I wonder how many of us here tonight here realize the impact The Math Forum has had on
student learning, with the number of students and
teachers they have reached not only in the
Philadelphia-area, but also nationally through their
sharing at conferences, their long-standing website, and
now with their inspiring new book, Powerful Problem
Solving.
Noticing and wondering. Two simple words,
which the Math Forum has adopted as a problem
solving framework, inviting students to express their
ideas, and imagine the possibilities. I found myself
using this framework just recently, almost without
realizing how the words had become natural in my
delivery. There’s a famous problem we use in statistics
classes where students are given data about “an unusual
event”, with information on gender, income and event
exposure provided. After handing out the data set, I asked students what they noticed about the data, and we
shared ideas using their cell phones: things like “less rich people were exposed to the incident”, “more females
were not exposed”…which led seamlessly into the wondering stage…”Where did this data come
from?”….”Could it happen again?” Not only do the discussions flow naturally, but the students are doing the
heavy lifting, using their imagination to think about what’s next. For over 20 years, the Math Forum has
provided a positive, online environment for students and teachers to share ideas and resources. How many
students have been guided through their math troubles by asking Doctor Math? How many young
mathematicians felt frustration while tackling a Math Forum Problem of the Week, followed by the excitement
and satisfaction which comes from developing and sharing a solution? And how many teachers left a Math
Forum conference presentation with a deeper understanding of how to guide students through mathematical
problem solving?
Encouraging Problem Solving….it’s what the Math Forum does best. If you’ve never participated in a
session led by Annie Fetter, presenting a seemingly simple problem, but peeling back the layers to expose a
deeply complex idea….seek one out today! If you need a reminder why student natural curiosity and
imagination are the greatest tools we have in math teaching, search for Max Ray’s Ignite video on YouTube and
find out why TO really is greater than FOR. And if you’ve never spent time exploring the Math Forum website,
go there after this conference and get lost for a few hours in what Steve, Suzanne, and their team have
developed. Trust me, you’ll feel inspired.
Many of you here also may know me as the “twitter guy” (make sure you follow us on twitter,
@atmopav). What you may not know is that this past summer, the Math Forum folks continued their tradition
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of sharing by serving as hosts of Twitter Math Camp at Drexel University. Over 150 teachers from across the
country met in the most organic professional development experience I have ever encountered. Teachers
sharing ideas, developing their own sessions, fostering professional and personal friendships and continuing the
sharing through the year on Twitter. I know I appreciated the tremendous effort of the Math Forum staff, and I
want to tweet out my thanks now (and he did).
So on this night where I am noticing that many people share my admiration for the ongoing work of the
Math Forum, I am wondering if you will join me and the ATMOPAV board as we recognize the Math Forum
with our Outstanding Contribution to Mathematics Education Award.
______________________
The Outstanding Contribution to ATMOPAV Award was presented by Susan Negro. She said:
The year is 1960 . . .
• Muhammad Ali wins the light-heavyweight gold medal at the Summer Olympics
• Four black students sit at a segregated lunch counter in Woolworth's, sparking the Greensboro sit-ins
• Marilyn Monroe receives Golden Globe For Best Comedy Actress in “Some Like it Hot”
• To Kill A Mockingbird is published
• Launch of Sputnik 5
• Richard Nixon and John F. Kennedy appear in first televised presidential debate
• Henry A. Field graduates from West Chester University with a degree in Mathematics Education and
proceeds to change the lives of countless students and colleagues over the next 5 decades.
Hank has served mathematics education at every level. For 18 years, the Penn-Delco School District
was fortunate enough to have Hank as their K-12 math supervisor; however, his heart was always in the
classroom as he taught everything from general math to computer programming. While doing research for this
talk, I discovered that Hank earned a secondary principal’s certificate in 1975. Really? Principal Field – I
would have relished the opportunity to see Hank
disciplining high school students during the pot-smoking,
war-protesting, acid-dropping, 1970s! Especially if he was
wearing bell bottoms with his infamous suspenders. For
many years Hank cultivated his craft as a professor of
mathematics at Widener University and served as the
supervisor of pre-service teachers to insure his legacy of
excellence in the mathematics classroom. Always thinking
at and acting on the global level, Hank has served as the
chair of many state and national math conferences.
It’s been 13 years since the last time we honored
Hank with the Outstanding Contribution to ATMOPAV
award. He has been an invaluable resource to our
organization by working tirelessly to maintain relationships
with the math chairs of local colleges and inviting preservice teachers to our conferences and workshops.
Additionally, Hank has made the long drive to Harrisburg
several times each year to represent ATMOPAV’s interests
at the Pennsylvania Council of Teachers of Mathematics
board meetings. It was with a heavy heart that I accepted
Hank’s letter of resignation from the ATMOPAV board in
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December, but I’m so glad that he is able to be here with us tonight. I am pleased to honor my friend and longtime ATMOPAV devotee, Henry A. Field, with the 2014 Outstanding Contribution to ATMOPAV award.
Editor’s note: Information about nominating someone for the Alan Barson and Mabel Elliott awards can be found on our
website.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

ATMOPAV invites requests for innovative mini-grants
. . . for creative and diverse projects which are designed to enhance and enrich the teaching of mathematics. Grant funds are available
to be awarded annually in each of the three levels of elementary, middle, and high school. Grant requests for up to $1000 per year are
welcome. The Innovative Grants are awarded to teachers to support creativity in the teaching of mathematics. To enhance this
creativity, ATMOPAV encourages teacher collaboration on projects. Teams of teachers may apply. Tap into the energy of others and
develop synergy among your colleagues. Talk to each other! The process for application is simple, and the decision process is efficient
and streamlined. In order to find detailed information and apply, you can access the form at the ATMOPAV website:
www.atmopav.com

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Words From NCTM:
A Reflection on 25 Years in Mathematics Education
By NCTM President Linda M. Gojak

from NCTM Summing Up, April 1, 2014

Twenty-five years ago NCTM released Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for Teaching Mathematics, which
presented a comprehensive vision for mathematics teaching, learning, and assessment in grades K–12. Other significant
publications, including Principles and Standards for School Mathematics and the Common Core State Standards for
Mathematics continue to identify what we believe students should know and be able to do throughout their school
mathematics experience. Since this is my final President’s Message, I thought this would be a good time to look at what
the mathematics education community has accomplished since 1989 and the challenges that we must continue to address.
Teachers in the Classroom
Accomplishment: The focus on the importance of mathematics education has grown over the last 25 years—faster than at
any other time since the Sputnik era. The focus on STEM at the federal level, the development of standards led by the
National Governors Association and Council of Chief State School Officers, and conversations amongmathematicians,
mathematics educators, and mathematics leaders have generated partnerships and projects that have the potential to
radically improve mathematics education for our students. mathematicians, mathematics among mathematicians,
educators, and mathematics leaders have generated partnerships and projects that have the potential to radically improve
mathematics education for our students.
Challenge: We must be certain that this information and these opportunities include classroom teachers and reach teachers
in the classroom. While the focus on mathematics education is to be applauded, little will change if it doesn’t have an
impact on the work we do with our students.
Teacher Preparation
Accomplishment. Teacher preparation has increased in rigor and accountability. Credential and licensure requirements
have become more stringent. Those interested in teaching can enter the profession by multiple pathways.
Challenge: We continue to have a shortage of qualified K–12 mathematics teachers. Too often elementary teacher
preparation does not provide ample coursework to provide preservice teachers with the deep knowledge of mathematics
content and pedagogy necessary to provide their future students with the mathematical foundation and productive
disposition needed to ensure success in middle and high school mathematics courses. In many colleges and universities,
methodology courses for future middle and high school mathematics teachers are not specific to mathematics teaching. A
lack of focused work in building pedagogical content knowledge is likely to encourage teaching the way that we were
taught rather than experiencing research-based effective teaching and learning practices that contribute to student success.
As a variety of pathways for entering the profession continue to become available, guarantees for high-quality teachers
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must be in place. Too many teachers enter the classroom ill prepared to teach mathematics well through no fault of their
own.
Family Involvement
Accomplishment: Although many of us recall taking a learning theory course in our preparation, the direct connection
between cognitive science and its implications for how we teach children mathematics has become much more explicit in
the past 25 years, influencing teaching materials, research in mathematics education, and classroom teachers. We now
have a better understanding of how children make connections among mathematical concepts, and we can use that
information for more meaningful instruction.
Challenge: Too many students continue to be taught through traditional show-and-tell methods to teach mathematics. The
belief is that if students don’t get it the first time, we should show it bigger or explain it louder. Or perhaps show them
another trick so that they will remember how to, say, divide fractions. Moving to teaching mathematics including rich
tasks, developing thinking strategies, and making connections takes time, as well as ongoing high-quality professional
development for teachers. We must find the financial resources and time to offer classroom teachers such opportunities.
An additional challenge is that parents often do not understand the significance of teaching strategies based on cognitive
science. Many did not learn mathematics this way and cannot help their children with what they consider “new math.” It
is incumbent on us to find ways to provide parents with information and experiences so that they understand the
significance of developing student thinking through meaningful experiences in mathematics. We must make it a priority to
work collaboratively with parents to ensure the success of their children.
High-Quality Resources
Accomplishment: Over the last 25 years, the quality of resources for teaching mathematics has improved. Curricular
materials that are aligned with standards and apply what we know from cognitive science continue to be developed and
updated. Advances in technology, including graphing calculators, tablets, and computer software, has affected what we
emphasize in mathematics instruction and increased the importance of student reasoning and opportunities to make sense
of mathematics.
Challenge: The quantity of resources has also increased. The Internet provides us with thousands of mathematics
education resources. Technology has changed how we teach and what we teach, and efforts to align textbooks and
resources with standards are pervasive. As educators we must make informed decisions about the teaching resources we
choose. Claims that materials are aligned with the Common Core State Standards do not ensure that they are. Availability
of materials on the Web is not a guarantee of quality. Teachers and students should thoughtfully consider when and how
to use technology. Publishers must make a broad effort to provide teachers with the best possible resources for teaching.
Teachers must recognize and demand high-quality textbooks and resources. We must realize that teachers are not
curriculum developers. We cannot overestimate the importance of selecting materials that connect conceptual and
procedural understanding.
Partnerships
Accomplishment: Classroom teachers recognize the importance of good research in mathematics education. The link
between higher education and K–12 mathematics education has become stronger. Partnerships between classroom
teachers, mathematics educators, and mathematicians, supported by private and publicly funded grants, continue to grow
in number and impact.
Challenge: Although many classroom teachers participate in partnerships with their colleagues in higher education, even
more do not have such opportunities. We must find ways to ensure that the important work and results of such
partnerships reach more mathematics educators. We must continue to recognize and nurture the development of teacher
leaders who continue to work in the classroom but who also have the potential to influence the work of their colleagues
and the education of students.
This column brings me to the end of my term as president of NCTM. I want to thank everyone for his or her
support over the past two years. It has been exciting, invigorating, and challenging. I think back to my early years in the
classroom, and I am reminded of the incredible influence that NCTM had on me as a young teacher and continues to have
on me today. I encourage all of you to get involved with NCTM and with your local Affiliates, and that you become
active in mentoring your colleagues. Together, we will make a difference for our students!
Some final thoughts …
B. F. Skinner famously said, “We shouldn’t teach great books; we should teach a love of reading. Knowing the
contents of a few works of literature is a trivial achievement. Being inclined to go on reading is a great achievement.”
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With apologies to Skinner, as mathematics educators we might say, “We should not just teach mathematics, we should
teach a love of mathematics. Knowing the content of some mathematics is a trivial achievement. Being inclined to see the
beauty in mathematics and to go on doing mathematics are great achievements.”
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Results of MATHCOUNTS 2014 Competitions
Pennsylvania State MATHCOUNTS Competition – March 8, 2014
Individual Student Results (Top Ten Students)

Place
Student
Chapter/County
School
1*
Christopher Lee
Pittsburgh Chapter
Carson Middle School
2*
Joseph Feffer
Central Chapter
Mt. Nittany Middle School
3*
Kiran Rebholz
Montgomery Co.
The Shipley School
4*
Wanlin Li
Pittsburgh Chapter
Ingomar Middle School
5
Andrew Gu
Pittsburgh Chapter
Obama Academy of Int. Studies
6
Niles Huang
Delaware Co.
Radnor Middle School
7
Evan Qiang
Montgomery Co.
Wissahickon Middle School
8
Steven Qiang
Montgomery Co.
Wissahickon Middle School
9
Aaron Li
Central Chapter
Park Forrest Middle School
10
Brady Monroe
Chester Co.
Tredyffrin-Eastown M.S.
*The top four students will represent Pennsylvania at the National MATHCOUNTS Competition
in Orlando, FL, May 8-11, 2014. (Alternate student is #5.)

Highest Scoring Female:
Highest Scoring Male:
Highest Scoring in Grade 7:
Highest Scoring in Grade 6:

Special Awards (Written Competition)
Individual
Chapter/County School
Wanlin Li
Pittsburgh Ch.
Ingomar MS
Joseph Feffer
Central Ch.
Mt. Nittany MS
Kiran Rebholz
Montgomery Co. The Shipley School
Evan Qiang
Montgomery Co. Wissahickon MS

Top Three (School) Pennsylvania Winning Teams
Place
School Team
Chapter/County
1**
Park Forrest MS
Central Chapter
2
Tredyffrin Easttown MS
Chester County
3
Mt. Nitttany MS
Central Chapter
** Park Forrest MS coaches Rebekah Sjoberg and Susan Owens will coach PA team in National Competition.
Winners of County MATHCOUNTS Competitions (5 Counties) – February, 2014
Individual Students
Bucks Co.:
Rishi Mago , David Yang (both Newtown MS); Adam Davis, Jason Friedman (both Charles Boehm MS)
Chester Co.:
Brady Monroe (Tredyffrin-Eastown MS); Alex Murphy (Valley Forge MS); Brian Xiao (Tredyffrin-Eastown MS);
Abhinav Vetcha (Great Valley MS)
Delaware Co.:
Niles Huang (Radnor MS); Aaron Zhou (Garnet Valley MS); Priya Ganesh (Radnor MS); Marina Zhang (Garnet Valley
MS)
Montgomery Co.: Steven Qiang (Wissahickon MS); Evan Qiang (Wissahickon MS); Kiran Rebholz (The Shipley School); Nathan Leung
(Wissahickon MS); Audrey Weidner (Pennfield MS)
Philadelphia:
Calvin Hu (Julia Masterman); Srisa Changolkar (Julia Masterman); Jonathan Lowry (Julia Masterman); Jonah
Taranta (Friends Select); Adam Dunlop (Julia Masterman)
School Winning Teams (5 Counties) – Feb., 2014
Bucks Co.: Newtown MS
Chester Co.: Valley Forge MS Delaware Co.: Radnor MS
Montgomery Co.: Wissahickon MS
Philadelphia: Julia R. Masterman MS
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If you have already renewed, how about passing this on to a colleague that is not yet a member?

ATMOPAV MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Membership runs from September through June of the current academic year. To renew your membership or
register as a new member, include a check payable to ATMOPAV along with this completed form and mail to:
Allison Rader
ATMOPAV Membership
1207 Stonybrook Drive
Norristown, Pa. 19403
Check your membership dues category and complete the information, to update our membership records,
below:
Regular annual membership $10
Elementary (pre-K to 6) annual membership (Special Promotion) $5
5-year membership $40
Life membership $100
Student membership (Full-Time Undergraduate) free
Circle all that apply.
Teacher Chairperson

Supervisor

Elementary Middle School/JR High

Administrator
SR High

Retired

College

Other ________________

Other _________________

Please print clearly, filling in all of the blanks.
Name:_________________________________________________________
e-mail:_______________________________________

Home Telephone:______________________

Mailing Address:_____________________________________________________
(# and Street Address)
______________________________________________________
(City)
(State)
(Zip code)
School:________________________________
Please check if you have membership in:

School District:______________________________
PCTM

NCTM

Information about ATMOPAV and Spring/Fall Conferences can be found at www.atmopav.com
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